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ARTICLE

The trouble with (supply-side) counts: the potential and
limitations of counting sites, vendors or products as a metric for
threat trends on the Dark Web
Eric Jardine

ABSTRACT
Many national security threats now originate on the Dark Web. As a
result of the anonymity of these networks, researchers and policymakers
often use supply-side data (i.e. the number of sites) as a threat metric.
However, the utility of these data depends upon the underlying distribu-
tion of users. Users could be distributed uniformly, normally or in a
power law across Dark Web content. The utility of supply-side counts
varies predictably based upon the underlying distribution of users. Yet,
the likelihood of each distribution type varies inversely with its utility:
uniform distributions are most useful for intelligence purposes but least
likely and power law distributions are least useful but occur most com-
monly. Complementing supply-side counts with demand-side measures
can improve Dark Web threat analysis, thereby helping to combat terror-
ism, criminality and cyberattacks.

Many threats to state infrastructure, institutions and personnel, private sector organizations and
even individuals now originate in the shadowy recesses of the Internet. These anonymous quarters
of the globe-spanning Internet are known colloquially as the Dark Web. This anonymity can
provide cover for nefarious actors, who aim to cause havoc and harm. Sometimes, this harm is
digital, as in the case of the Shadow Brokers dumping stolen NSA zero-day exploits onto the Dark
Web.1 At other points, the harm can be more manifestly physical, as reportedly occurred during the
2015 terrorist attacks in Paris, when the firearms used in the attack were supposedly purchased on
a Dark Web site operated by a German national.2 The proliferation of Dark Web threat vectors
creates a public policy need for good threat intelligence on the anonymous underbelly of the
Internet.

Counting and categorizing available sites, vendors, and products as a measure for the size of a
threat on the Dark Web is a fairly common practice. Intuitively, counts of these sort seem to make
sense as an intelligence measure of a threat. More drug bazaars, as one example, appear to be a
worse problem than fewer such markets. But the real utility of supply-side counts as a measure for
either over time or cross category threats on the Dark Web hinges upon how users actually use
available content. In this paper, I show that intelligence assessments based upon supply-side
counts of sites, vendors, or products face a major limitation: actual usage might have little
association with the frequency of occurrence. In other words, very few sites might be widely
used, suggesting a serious threat, while a great many sites might be infrequency used, suggesting
that the scope of a problem is relatively small.

I further show that the utility of a supply-side count of Dark Web sites, vendors or products as a
metric for threat analysis is conditional upon the underlying distribution of users across available
content. In this paper, I consider the utility, in descending order, of counting Dark Web sites when
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users are distributed uniformly, normally, and, finally, in a power law. These results suggest that
there are some benefits to be had from supply-side counts of sites, vendors, or products, but that
the ultimate usefulness of doing so depends upon how people, in aggregate, actually patronize
available content.

Lastly, I show that, while there is likely considerable variation in terms of the distribution of users
across different site categories (i.e. drugs sites vs mafia services), the general likelihood that users
are distributed in a particular way is inversely related to the utility of supply-side counts. Uniformly
distributed users, for example, make site counts a very useful metric for threat assessment, but are
also the least likely way in which users will distribute themselves across .onion urls. Indeed, if the
user-base of .onion urls mirrors the use of the surface web, then power law distributions – where
supply-side counts are least useful – are probably the most likely way that users spread out across
available Dark Web content.3

In what follows, I first detail threat analysis research that uses supply-side counts of sites,
vendors, or products as a threat assessment tool. In the second section, I leverage a series of
exceptional studies to reveal more about how users fail to line up well across available content. In
the third section, I present a general case for why the utility of counting Dark Web sites, vendors,
and products varies in predictable ways based upon the underlying distribution of users across
available content. In particular, this section explores the descending utility of counting sites from
uniform to normal to power law distributions. The third section also shows that the likelihood of
the various usage distribution types is inversely related with the utility of these supply-side counts.
Lastly, I conclude with suggestions for policymakers, threat analysts and Dark Web researchers.

Measuring threats by counting sites, vendors and products

The Dark Web is a portion of the Internet that is unindexed, cryptographically secured, and largely,
although not always, anonymous.4 The security and anonymity of the Dark Web generates a ready
playground for both criminals and those who wish to hide their often licit online activity from
corporations and repressive governments. These dual uses produce a number of tensions and also
lead to peculiar points of political contention, wherein, for example, the Federal Bureau of
Investigation (FBI) routinely tries to break Tor, while the State Department (at least up to 2018) is
one of the anonymity-granting tool’s largest funders.5

High profile takedowns of illegal marketplaces on the Tor network, for instance, illustrate well
the potential illegal uses to which the anonymity of Dark Web technologies can be put. In July of
2017, a major Tor-hosted Dark Web marketplace known as Alpha Bay was taken offline by the FBI,
and a 25-year-old living in Thailand (but of Canadian citizenship) was arrested. From September
2014 until its closure, Alpha Bay reportedly serviced 200,000 users, provided a forum for over
40,000 vendors and listed for sale more than 250,000 illegal drugs and over 100,000 fraudulent
identities, hacker toolkits, weapons and stolen credentials.6 Likewise, the child abuse imagery ring
Playpen reportedly had over 200,000 user accounts during its final days and was home to some
11,000 unique visitors each week and hosted over 117,000 posts.7

But not all uses of the Dark Web are necessarily malicious. Human rights advocates, journalists
and even privacy-conscious individuals use Tor all the time in order to protect their privacy and to
circumvent censorship restrictions.8 In 2016, for example, over one million people were accessing
Facebook’s .onion address,9 representing close to one-to-two percent of Tor’s monthly traffic.
Others use dedicated Dark Web social media sites that provide users with a high degree of
anonymity, but do not involve the hosting, sharing, or exchange of any illegal goods or services.10

Indeed, broader cross-national empirical evidence suggests that high levels of political repression
contribute to usage of the Tor network,11 while concerns over privacy and censorship online
translate over into higher levels of support for Dark Web technologies.12 Within-country investiga-
tions also showcase a relationship between an interest in Snowden’s disclosures about NSA
surveillance and the Dark Web.13
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This duality of use generates a so-called ‘Dark Web dilemma.’14 As a technology that can be
used for multifaceted purposes, either keeping the network up and running unimpeded or
attempting to shut it down both impose costs on individuals. If Dark Web technologies are left
to their own devices, then those adversely affected by illegal markets, online child abuse rings or
human trafficking schemes are harmed. If Dark Web technologies are shutdown or their anonymity
is broken, then those individuals in repressive regimes that need to use these technologies to
exercise their basic rights and avoid the abuses of government are put at risk of imprisonment,
harassment, or even physical harm.

This dilemma suggests that maximal policy responses to the Dark Web (that is, either comple-
tely intervention free or completely shutdown) are not desirable.15 Instead, conducting dynamic
threat analytics on the Dark Web can help to identify threats before they become widespread.16

Procedures such as these allow for both the mitigation of threats to individuals and organizations
across an economy, but also the active policing of the Dark Web itself, where knowing the trend in
a threat is the first prerequisite to actively countering it.17

As an anonymous network, Tor and other equivalent Dark Web portals are designed to explicitly
counter easy identification of users or site administrators.18 Yet, there are a number of ways in
which researchers and law enforcement can come to grips with the contours of various Dark Web
threat vectors. As the largest Dark Web hosting service, a number of attacks have been developed
to compromise the anonymity and privacy of the Tor network, including traffic correlation,19

protocol-level attacks,20 and website fingerprinting.21 Focused webcrawlers can be used to cate-
gorize content on Dark Web forums.22 Passive observation of chatroom conversations can reveal
details of extremist familiarity with cryptocurrencies and Dark Web markets.23 Data mining, game
theory and machine learning techniques can also help grapple with the growing volume of threats
upon the Dark Web.24 Additionally, Event Analysis Systemic Teamwork (EAST) methods can reveal
the steps required of first-time users of illegal markets.25 Ethnographic investigations can reveal the
catalytic effect of illegal markets on drug users.26 Survey methods can be used to pinpoint
perceptions of drug use among Dark Web market patrons27 and detailed case studies can shed
light on the motivations of drug vendors on illegal forums.28

These approaches provide varying levels of granularity. But, in many instances, their replicability,
scale and generalizability are questionable given the sheer number of sites, vendors and users that
frequent Dark Web forums.29 Additionally, the high rate of churn for Tor hidden service sites can
easily outpace research output,30 with studies of originally live marketplaces coming out after the
market has been taken offline, thereby limiting their utility as a threat assessment tool.31

Given the high rate of churn and the volume of sites and content available on the Dark Web,
simple descriptive metrics (often collected via automated procedures) are commonly used to
approximate the scope of a threat. Categorizing and then counting supply-side indicators are a
particularly common form of data measurement. These supply-side counts, as shown in Figure 1,
vary in scale, from recording hidden services sites as the highest level of generality to more specific,
within site counts of vendors or tallies of products sold and services offered.

As the widest level of generality, many studies first categorize and then tally up a count of sites
in order to get a lay of the threat landscape upon the Dark Web.32 The assumption behind this

Sites

Vendors

Products

Figure 1. Three levels of count data for Dark Web threat analytics.
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approach is that a larger number of sites entails a more significant problem. Rid and Moore, for
example, indexed and classified a total of 5,205 Tor-hosted hidden services in 2016.33 Of this total,
only 140 categorized sites (2.7 percent) involved political ‘extremism,’ leading the authors to
conclude that there is a relative absence of Islamic extremist activity on the Dark Web.34 Another
industry report indexed 29,532 .onion urls. Based upon these data, the threat report concludes that
just over half (52 percent) of the machine coded sites were offering legal content, suggesting, by
extension, that only about 48 per cent of the Dark Web is hosting illegal material.35 With less than
half of available content dedicated to illegal purposes, the topology of the Tor-hosted Dark Web
seems to be less malicious than might otherwise be assumed by politicians and law enforcement
officials.

A number of other studies focus down within a site and count vendors as an approximation of
the scope of a threat posed by good and services such as illegal narcotics.36 With a few potential
exceptions, the raw count of vendors on major illicit markets tends to increase over time.37 Silk
Road, for example, grew year-over-year at a fairly steady pace.38 Between March and October, 2013,
one study estimates that the number of vendors on Silk Road grew from 406 to 579, before it was
shutdown later that month.39

Counts of these sort have also been clustered geographically, to get a sense of the correlation
between the scope of a threat (as represented by a count of vendors) and particular geographical
locations. One study, for example, found that vendors from the US, the UK, Australia, China and
Netherlands account for 68 percent of the total seller population in the Agora marketplace.40

Another categorization of Silk Road found that the US alone was listed as the originating location
of 43.83 percent of drug shipments, along with 35.15 percent of acceptable destinations for the
drugs as indicated by vendor profiles.41

These counts of vendors-by-market or vendors-by-country can lead to a few potential
conclusions about Dark Web threat vectors. First, since Silk Road 1.0 had more vendors than
Silk Road 2.0, one could conclude that the takedown of the progenitor illicit market helped
diminish the threat posed by illegal drugs as evidenced by the fewer vendors populating the
illegal marketplace’s second iteration.42 Additionally, since the number of vendors on Silk Road
1.0 continued to increase over a study period spanning multiple years, the second conclusion
that could be drawn is that the scope of the threat posed by illegal drug markets on the Dark
Web increased during this timeframe. Lastly, the uneven distribution of vendors across countries
could be taken as evidence that certain countries are a bigger host to threats than others, with
places like the US (in absolute terms) or the Netherlands or Australia (in per capita terms) being
the worst offenders.

Scaled down even further, it is possible to do a count of product listings within a site or vendor
page. This sort of analysis can reveal what is on offer (supply-side) in terms of illegal substances,
services or available products.43 Silk Road 1.0, for instance, was characterized as ‘mostly a drug
store, even though it also caters some other products.’44 This statement is justified via data
showing the preponderance of listings for various sorts of drugs, ranging from cannabis to
benzodiazepines, opioids, hash, cocaine, steroids and heroin. While ‘soft’ drugs have a smaller
negative social impact than hardcore drugs like fentanyl, the count data here (absent some sort of
weighting multiplier) basically suggest that the most frequently listed items are the biggest threat
on a particular forum.

The trouble with (supply-side) counts

Counts, at their core, are frequentist. The core intuition behind these measures is the simple idea
that more is worse. More sites with more vendors selling more drugs, guns, hacking services or any
other illegal good or service ought to represent a greater level of threat than fewer sites with fewer
vendors offering fewer products. To some extent, there is a certain logic to this viewpoint. A service
that is not for sale or a good that is not listed on a Dark Web marketplace cannot constitute a
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threat. But the converse of this statement is not necessarily true: a good or service that is listed on
a Dark Web market might still not represent a threat if no one uses it.

A good example of the potential challenge of using supply-side counts as a metric for threat on
the Dark Web comes from an innovative study by Gareth Owen and Nick Savage.45 Over an
extended six-month study period, Owen (now Owenson) and Savage volunteered computers
into the Tor network. This procedure allowed them to characterize the content of Darknet .onion
hidden services, leading effectively to the categorization and counting of various Dark Web sites.
Based upon this approach, drug markets made up about 15 percent of the total categorized hidden
services sites at the time of the study. In comparison, fraud and market sites (the next two largest
categories) each made up around 9 percent of the total recorded sites and child abuse imagery
sites made up only around 2 percent. Using a frequentist approach to threat assessment, these
supply-side counts suggest that the biggest danger on the Dark Web is drug markets because it is
the largest share of available content.

But Owenson and Savage did not simply categorize and count the number of hidden services
sites. They also tracked site visits, effectively pairing site categories with usage data. These data on
usage tell a radically different story than the one told by the count of available content. Users, it
turns out, did not frequent sites in anything even remotely approaching the frequency of the
various types of sites themselves. Instead, the two percent of hidden service sites that were
dedicated to child abuse imagery made up an astonishing 82–83 percent of all site visits, which
suggests ‘that child abuse content is the most popular type of content on the Tor Dark Net.’46

A similar challenge hinders accurate threat assessment at other potential levels of granularity.
Christin, for instance, in his early assessment of the economy of the Silk Road 1.0 marketplace,
counted vendors and available products.47 Combining the count of the number of listings with the
number of vendors produces a measure of a rate of occurrence. Data on this rate of occurrence
from 3 February to 24 July 2012 indicate that unique vendor accounts are selling, at most, a
maximum of 1.5 percent of the available products on Silk Road. As Christin concludes, ‘No seller is
selling a large inventory.’48

Yet product listing per vendor can still fall prey to the same problem of mismatch, where each
vendor only lists a small amount of items for sale but some vendors are frequented by users in
droves. Indeed, Christin’s own analysis of the Silk Road marketplace, leveraging feedback data as a
proxy for sales volume, suggests just such a dynamic. While no market proffered more than 1.5
percent of the total available number of drug listings, a small proportion of vendors made up the
bulk of the sales.49 While not a perfect measure of demand and consumption, the data do give a
rough approximation of the clustering of users across available vendors.

Unlike the flatly distributed rate of product listings per vendor, seller feedback clusters sharply
toward a select few vendors. In particular, in a marketplace with 564 vendors during the last crawl
of the site on 24 July 2012, the top 100 vendors accounted for roughly 60 percent of sales feedback
– which could be read as clients or users, more broadly defined. Of the total 184,803 pieces of
available customer feedback ratings, the top vendor had 4,847 (or 2.6 percent) of the total feed-
back messages over the sixth month study period.50 These numbers suggest a very uneven spread
of users relative to available vendors and, more discretely, available products. Like with the
problem of counting sites as a threat metric, usage numbers are often at odds with simple
frequency counts of available vendors or products.

The problem with counts, in this context, is basically two-fold. First, supply-side counts of sites,
vendors or products invariably point only to a latent or unrealized threat. There could be 2,000 sites
proselytizing extremist ideologies on the Dark Web, but if no one views them, then the message
never gets out and the threat is minimal. This latent or unrealized threat contrasts with a realized or
actualized threat as measured by actual user behavior. As the data on cross-site comparisons in site
visits51 or seller feedback on Silk Road52 demonstrate, demand and usage does not need to neatly
match up with available supply of content, vendors or products. This analysis suggests that one
facet of the trouble with counts is that they may often provide a distorted view of a threat over
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time or across content mediums, depending upon how that supply is matched by genuine use by
users.

The second (interrelated) problem with supply-side counts of sites, vendors or products as a
threat metric is that they make for poor barometers for resource allocation and investment.
Knowing that 15 percent of Tor-hosted hidden services are dedicated to the sale of drugs, while
only around 2 percent of such sites are used to share child abuse imagery, suggests that scarce
policing resources should be spent countering drugs and not child abuse (again, assuming no
weighting of site frequency by the socially or individually destructive nature of the threat).53 The
mismatch between usage and site frequency, however, suggests a radically different resource
allocation. Since child abuse imagery sites get over 80 percent of Tor hidden services traffic, law
enforcement could counter the larger threat by focusing their scarce resources on dealing with
online child abuse rather than online drug markets. Likewise, knowing that no seller on Silk Road
had more than 1.5 percent of the total available product on offer suggests that law enforcement
could target any given vendor and have the same level of disruptive effect on the Dark Web drug
marketplace. However, knowing that 100 vendors accounted for 60 percent of sales suggests that
some vendors are more worthy of the attention of law enforcement than others.

In other words, counts of Dark Web sites, vendors and products have clear limitations as
intelligence metrics or threat assessment tools. Sometimes, however, that is all that can be done
due to technological or resource constraints. The next section unpacks how the utility of counting
sites, vendors or products as a threat metric hinges upon the likely distribution of users across
available Dark Web content.

The utility of counts as a function of the distribution of users

There are problems with counting sites, vendors or products as a metric for threat on the Dark
Web. The basic logic behind such counts as a form of threat assessment is that more is worse. More
Dark Web sites dedicated to the exchange of child abuse imagery is taken as a worse threat
landscape than one with fewer sites. This approach is inherently frequentist and supply-side
oriented. The limitation to these supply-side counts is that usage might not match up well with
the frequency of sites, vendors, or available products.

But the likely utility of counts is not completely random or indeterminable a priori. Instead, the
utility of counts for threat assessment on the Dark Web hinges upon the underlying distribution of
users across available sites, vendors or products. As shown in Figure 2, some distributions of users
(uniform, say) entail that counts are actually quite a useful threat assessment tool. This utility
decreases, however, in a predictable (ordinal) way as the underlying distribution of users shifts from
an even spread (uniform) to a normal, and finally a power law distribution.

Unfortunately, the most probable trend in the utility of counts is the opposite of the trend in
their likelihood. Uniformly distributed users make counts of sites, vendors or products highly useful,
but they are also the least likely way in which users will probably align themselves across available
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Figure 2. User distribution, utility and likelihood.
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content. Power law distributions, in contrast, renders a count of sites, vendors or products fairly
useless. However, the networks of the surface web tend to form power law structures if allowed to
evolve organically through processes of ‘preferential attachment,’ fitness, and growth.54 Plausibly, a
power law distribution might also be the most likely form of user distribution on the Dark Web. The
following subsections unpack this tension between utility and likelihood.

High utility, low likelihood: uniform distributions

Uniformly distributed usage, where every site or vendor, say, has the same number of users, is at
the highest end of the utility scale and the lowest end of the likelihood scale. Here, a count of Dark
Web sites or vendors would most effectively track the scope of a threat. Publicly available data
from the Tor Project reveal the total number of users of their Dark Web portal, both cumulatively
and by country.55 With this information and a firm knowledge that users distribute themselves
uniformly across available content, shifts in either the number of sites or the number of users could
reveal a lot about the evolving nature of Dark Web threats. If the user numbers increased but the
number of sites dedicated to, say, drugs remained constant, then it is likely that all available sites
are being frequented more and have become denser marketplaces. If the number of users declines
but the number of sites remains constant, then each illegal marketplace will be patronized by
fewer people. If the users remains constant but the number of sites decreases, then each market
will have a higher overall user base. Since not all Tor users will go to drug sites, knowing aggregate
user numbers and that they are uniformly distributed across available content allows for solid
intelligence inferences about the upper potential boundary of the problem.

But, while uniformly distributed users would make a strict count of sites or vendors a good
approximation of the maximum scope of a threat when total users numbers are known, the
likelihood that users form up in this fashion is unfortunately fairly low. Even a network of nodes
(users and Dark Web sites) interconnected together with some random probability, P, has a
resulting structure that is not uniform, forming instead a binomial, Poisson or normal distribution
depending upon the number of random connections.56

If even random generation does not produce a uniform distribution, then clearly some discrete
mechanism or set of mechanisms needs to be at work in order to drag users to all sites with equal
likelihood. High churn and ambiguity are two factors that could edge a group of users toward a
uniform distribution across available content. High churn rates entail that trusted sources of drugs,
illegal imagery, or mafia services might disappear quickly, requiring users to shift to alternative sites
about which they have little knowledge. Given the high churn of available content, emergent clusters
could also drop from existence, preventing the growth of disproportionately used sites or vendors.

Ambiguity – uncertainty about whether a transaction will work correctly – exists in all Dark Web
forums. People, generally speaking, do not like ambiguous situations and will veer towards
certainty if possible. Certain trust-building mechanisms such as escrow functionalities and seller
feedback data can be used to address ambiguity, generating concentrations of users, as was
apparent in Silk Road and other illegal markets.57 In intractable ambiguous situations, however,
people have fewer clues about how they should distribute themselves across available sites or
vendors, which would also, in theory at least, lead to a more uniform spread of people given high
rates of churn among Darknet urls.

Plausibly, in a realm of high churn and high ambiguity about the credibility of a site or vendor,
users will be more evenly spread. In the Dark Web context, these dynamics might coalesce in
certain sectors with more frequency. For example, mafia services might be more likely to have a
uniformly distributed user base than, say, illegal drug markets due to potentially high churn among
unstable mafia services that limits the creation of more normally distributed user bases. In any
event, the perfect storm that evenly distributes all users across available content are likely the
rarest possible way for people to distribute themselves. Networks, as shown below, tend to form a
different shape.
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Medium utility, medium likelihood: normal distributions

Not all distribution types have a similar degree of utility for Dark Web Threat analytics. If usage of
Dark Web sites or vendors is distributed in a normal, bell-shaped or Gaussian way, then counts can
reveal a bit about the scope of a problem, but is decidedly less useful than under the condition of a
uniform distribution.

Normal distributions – the usual bell shaped curve – have remarkably stable mathematical
characteristics. For instance, with a sufficiently large number of observations, it is possible to say
that some 68 percent of events will fall within plus or minus one standard deviation of the sample
mean. Likewise, 95 percent of observations will fall within two standard deviations and 99 percent
within three standard distributions. The routinized nature of normal distributions generates some
utility for assessing threats on the Dark Web by counting sites, vendors, or products.

Like with all distribution types, knowing how many people are actually using a Dark Web site or
patronizing a marketplace’s vendors would be a better measure than simply knowing how many
sites exist on, say, Tor-hosted hidden services. But even if the number of users remains obscured,
simply counting sites can reveal some information about the trajectory of particular threats. This
utility holds if, and it is potentially a problematic caveat, the number of available sites or vendors
(supply-side characteristics) mirrors the demand for whatever sort of illegal content is being hosted
and used.

Take illegal Dark Web drug markets as an example. On daily basis, the total number of sites or
available vendors would vary based upon everything from government takedowns,58 the closure of
markets as criminals make off with client funds,59 the frequency with which each site is indexed by
a crawler or the closer of markets due to lack of use.60 But over a longer time horizon, the empirical
record suggests that Dark Web markets for illegal drugs are resistant to both violations of user trust
and government operations.61 This resiliency suggests that it becomes increasingly possible to
pinpoint how many sites or vendors are, on average, selling drugs on the Dark Web.

Let’s say, for example, that there is an average of 25 drug sites available on the Tor-hosted Dark
Web during the month of September. Each day the precise number of sites would vary from this
total, due to the high churn rate of .onion addresses, but overall the average number of available
sites settles around 25.62 Now, say that the average number of available Dark Web drugs markets
during the month of October is 30, the average in November is 31 and the average in December is
34. An increasing trend in the average number of available Dark Web drug market sites appears to
suggest the scope of the problem is getting more pronounced. More sites might imply a larger
problem – and the comparisons of means in the hypothetical example do, indeed, reveal that the
average number of illegal market sites is increasing over time.

Ultimately, however, the utility of counting sites depends upon market dynamics (although the
same logic applies to vendors or product listings). In a well-functioning market, emerging sites
might popup in order to satisfy a growing demand for illegal narcotics. Potential market dynamics
of this sort suggest that new sites do not emerge in a vacuum. More sites, vendors, or product
listings equal more consumer demand for drugs and, therefore, a larger threat. The closeness of the
correlation between the available number of sites and the actual scope of threat depends upon
two conditions: 1) market movement to satisfy growing demand has to scale outward rather the
simply upwards and 2) the market dynamics at play on the Dark Web need to be fairly good – or at
least not overly prone to market failures.

The first condition – scaling out rather than up – is essential. The alternative to outward scaling
is upward scaling, where the various Dark Web marketplaces might augment their server capacity,
number of vendors and accepted currencies, as a few examples, so as to better service the now-
larger number of patrons. The upward scaling would cloud the accuracy of a count of Dark Web
markets as a proxy for a threat over time. First of all, with upward scaling, the total number of sites
could, in theory, remain constant, but the number of patrons might increase, suggesting a larger
threat but with no observable indication in the supply-side count-based threat metric. At an
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extreme, the mean number of sites could even fall if all other sites have scaled up their capacity to
service a demand for drugs. In this situation, a lower number of sites could actually represent a
more pronounced threat.

Additionally, upward scaling might actually jeopardize the very prospect that the distribution of
users for drugs follows a roughly Gaussian probability distribution. Upward scaling of capacity
could happen equitably across the ecosystem or it could – as is probably more likely – happen in
clusters, with some sites ramping up capacity to service a larger demand and so capturing a larger
market share. If such upward scaling was randomly distributed across all available sites, then there
is a decent chance that the original normal distribution might be maintained. However – and this
might in fact be more likely – the ability to scale upwards quickly, in terms of resources, time and
attention to Dark Web market processes, might actually be a function of already having a large
consumer base. Money makes money, after all. This likely dynamic suggests that the normal
distribution of users might actually break down in response to surges in demand as the already
high-performing Dark Web markets move first and best to capture an even larger market share
(such a move might eventually shift the distribution of user from a normally distributed probability
distribution to a power law).

While either outward scaling or randomly assigned upward scaling are important for a
supply-side count of sites to work well as a proxy for threat with normally distributed users,
an additional dynamic also needs to be in operation. For supply-side counts to serve a valuable
analytical function, the market ecosystem itself also needs to abjure failure. Correctly function-
ing markets should see surges in demand met with increases in the supply of sites, so more
Dark Web users demanding drugs from illegal markets should be met with an increase in the
ability to service this demand. Under this condition, an increase in the mean number of Dark
Web sites likely does suggest that the threat in question – in this example, demand for drugs –
is growing worse, as more users equals, with some degree of slippage, more sites, vendors or
product listings. Yet if the market fails and changes in demand are not readily met with shifts in
the supply of illegal goods or services, then the utility of counting sites as a metric for threat is
limited. Indeed, if markets can fail in both directions – more demand does not equal more
supply of Dark Web sites and less demand is met with more sites – then the utility of counts
becomes even more questionable.

At a different scale, counting vendors within a Dark Web market would be plagued by the
same issue as counting sites at a more macro level. Within one large Dark Web drug market,
something like, for example, Alpha Bay, Hansa, or Silk Road, a count of the number of vendors
selling a given narcotic could reveal something about the scope of a particular threat over time.
If patronage of vendors within a given Dark Web market is normally distributed, then an
increase in mean number of vendors could again entail an increase in the size of the threat
posed by a given actor.

Again, the basic assumptions needed to translate a count of sites into a reasonable picture of
the scope of a threat hold here as well. If the market responds to increasing demand for drugs by
increasing the number of vendors and not having the existing vendors do more (which is probably
more likely here than in the case of Dark Web drugs sites in general), then an over-time comparison
of the mean number of vendors ought to reveal what is happening with the trajectory of a threat
over time.

Counting sites, vendors or product listings as a threat metric in a world where users are
normally distributed has some utility, but requires a variety of assumption about the function-
ality of market processes. A lot of activity on the Dark Web might be usefully considered
effectively random. As a result, the processes by which random connections between nodes
are forged with some probability to create a normal distribution might be at work in a variety of
sectors.63 In comparative terms, a normal distribution of users is likely more common than a
uniform one, but still might be at odds with the fundamental pattern of self-directed network
formation.64
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Low utility, high likelihood: power law distributions

Counting Dark Web sites as a proxy for threat is least useful if users distributed themselves across
available content in a power law distribution.65 While both uniform and normal distributions of
users promise something in the way of utility from counting Dark Web sites, vendors and products,
the presence of power law distributions suggest that averages (means) are unstable and likely
quite unhelpful when trying to assess the scope of a threat. Unfortunately, this form of user
distribution is probably quite likely.

Power law distributions tend to see a very, very large number of units (sites, vendors, users, etc.)
with a low value on the outcome variable of interest and a few units with extraordinarily high
values. Income distribution is a classic example of power laws in action. Most people have relatively
little money. A few individuals or families, however, control huge proportions of a nation’s wealth.
These tendencies contrast with the nature of other distribution types, particularly the normal
distribution.

Normal distributions, for example, have a fairly well-defined set of descriptive properties, where
the mean, the median and the mode tend to be approximately the same. Power Law distributions,
in contrast, are scale free,66 somewhat hard to detect due to fluctuations in the fat tail of the
distribution,67 truncated by a minimum x value under which the exponential relationship may not
apply68 and also lacking in stable descriptive statistics such as a mean and median.69 These
inherent characteristics of power law distributions have some rather serious implications for the
utility of counting Dark Web sites as a metric for threat.

If users were to distribute themselves according to a power law across available Dark Web
content, then a few sites would have hundreds of thousands of users and most .onion addresses
would have little-to-no actual site activity. The existence of very large Dark Web markets and child
abuse imagery sites suggests that such an organization of users across available content is likely, at
least in domains involving the need to match producers and consumers. Major drug markets such
as Alpha Bay or Silk Road, for instance, had hundreds of thousands of users, vendors and products
for sale.70 Likewise, major child abuse imagery rings, such as Playpen, reportedly had over 60,000
members just one month after it was launched and had nearly 215,000 users after one year of
operation.71 This clustering of users to available content matches trends observed on the surface
web.72

The implication of this imbalance of users inherent to power law distributions is that a long-
itudinal count of sites reveals little about the real scope of a threat on the Dark Web. From a
frequentist approach, finding, for instance, that the number of Dark Web market sites selling illegal
drugs dropped from 18 in September to only 10 in December might initially suggest an improving
threat landscape. But the reduction in numbers might also simply be the result of an interaction of
users distributing themselves across available content according to a power law via the operation
of market dynamics. Over time, a static number of users could redistribute themselves across
available content in a disproportionate way, with many smaller sites losing most of their user base
and a select few larger sites gaining the difference via mechanisms such as preferential
attachment.73 If market dynamics are at work here, then the smaller sites might close due to a
lack of consumers, vendors and products. These closures would reduce the recorded count of Dark
Web drug markets, but the realized scope of the threat – number of users purchasing drugs or
some other form of illegal goods or services – would remain unchanged.

Paradoxically, too, in a world where users distribute themselves according to power law
distributions, a reduced site count could actually mean that the scope of a threat has worsened
rather than improved. While the long run outcome of self-organization on networks tends to
produce power law distributions,74 the short run tendency among users is to be a bit more evenly
spread. It takes time for large clusters of users to emerge, but the preferential attachment
mechanism suggests that once a site does start to get a reputation as the ‘go to’ location for
drugs or other illegal services, then both new and old users start to flock to these select few hubs,
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leaving other markets to dwindle in the shadows. This suggests that early on in the life cycle of a
particular threat on the Dark Web – or in the months following a law enforcement takedown of a
formerly dominant player – users might be distributed across a fairly large number of sites. As a few
clearly dominant players emerge over time, these major hubs can come to capture almost all new
entrants to the threat landscape. Other markets might shutter due to lack of interest, clients,
revenue and an inability to compete with the dominant few. The outcome of this process would be
a reduction in the recorded number of Dark Web sites, even as the total number of users (as a
better threat metric) actually increased.

While supply-side counts of sites, vendors, and products are not very useful in the presence of
power laws, available evidence suggests that users often do cluster in accordance with these
extreme distributional types across available content. Likely, power law distributions are probably
the most common form of demand-side self-organization among users. For instance, the rough
heuristic rule-of-thumb for Pareto distributions is the so called 80/20 rule, where 80 percent of the
outcome is explained by 20 percent of the observations.75 These clusters are the dominant
arrangement of links and users on the surface or clear web.76

Disproportionate clusters are also a very common occurrence, the evidence suggests, on the
Dark Web. Site visits across categories of Dark Web sites (drugs vs. child abuse, for example)
suggests a pronounced clustering where 2 percent of sites receive over 80 percent of site
visits.77 Scaled down a level, users tend to cluster around available vendors within Dark Web
illegal drugs markets in a decidedly non-normal pattern. On Silk Road, 100 vendors (18 percent
of all vendors) received roughly 110,900 pieces of available feedback as a user interaction
metric, representing around 60 percent of all feedback during this period.78 Within hacker
markets, both the distribution of shared vendors across illegal market forums and the number
of products for sale by specific vendors follow a power law distribution.79 These data points
suggest that power law distributions are really common, even on the anonymous underbelly of
the Internet.

Matching supply and demand

The previous sections highlighted some of the limitations to supply-side counts. Such counts are, at
best, a measure of an unrealized threat. From a resource allocation perspective, acting on intelli-
gence based solely upon unrealized threats is prone to gross misallocations. If there are 20 .onion
hidden services dedicated to violent extremism, but only one of them has any traffic, then policing
all of them equally with an eye towards identifying terrorists will waste 95 percent of a law
enforcement agency’s available budget. In the absence of any alternative, supply-side counts
might be good enough, but better measures can usually be had by pairing supply-side counts
with metrics proxying for actual user demand. These procedures effectively transform measure of
unrealized threats into an assessment of actual or realized threats.

Four practices would help pair data on supply with data on the demand side of the equation: 1)
tracking site visits; 2) leveraging consumer feedback; 3) observing the blockchain; and 4) looking
outside the dark web.

The first method that can be used to secure demand-side data is tracking site visits on hidden
services. This approach, used to great effect by Owen and Savage,80 requires a fairly large
commitment of resources. In their case, they committed 40 relays to host Tor hidden services
over a 60-day period. Due to the essentially random assignment of distributed hash tables to relays,
control over a fair number of nodes (say 20–60 out of the 3,000 or more that are in operation)
allows for the eventual construction of a database of site popularity, driven by a record of site visits.
The smaller the number of operated nodes, the longer the period of observation needs to be and
the less actionable the data is likely to be. If the resources are there, this method works wonders in
determining which sites are popular and which are not, allowing for a better allocation of scare
available resources.
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The second method, used extensively by Christin and Soska to track trends within illegal market
sites, is to leverage any trust-building data that are publicly available on illegal market.81 Many
illegal marketplaces, such as Silk Road, require users to leave seller feedback. The aim of these
methods, which mirror procedures used on peer-to-peer sites like eBay, is to give future consumers
a sense of the reputation of a vendor. Besides any additional data that can be gleaned from
qualitative comments left by buyers, these comments can also be used to approximate successfully
completed sales. This sort of data, when aggregated together, gives a good picture of the total
volume of activity on a given illegal market, allowing for cross site comparisons. Within a given site,
such data also allow for a comparison of vendors and an easy determination of high volume and
low volume merchants. Once again, these demand-side data help to improve the efficiency of
policing efforts by telling law enforcement which sites or vendors are deserving of attention and
which are simply not worth the time.

The third method is to leverage the transparency of the blockchain to figure out sales volume
for illegal market sites or vendors.82 This measure requires knowledge of the Bitcoin wallet
addresses of vendors. This information might be listed publicly on a vendor’s page or it could
require some digging, such as undertaking a small transaction in order to get access to the wallet
address of a particular merchant. Once the wallet addresses are known, they can be placed into the
blockchain, revealing a detailed record of all activity on the various accounts. Repeating this
practice for all Bitcoin wallet addresses on an illegal market would give a rough approximation
of an illegal site’s sales volume. At a more disaggregated level, these records could show a
comparative ranking of vendors within a given site, point to high volume vendors, and uncover
bulk sellers (those that sell large quantities rather than smaller personal use amounts). New coins
such as Monero or the use of Bitcoin tumblers would complicate these procedures, but the
collection of this sort of demand-side data can still potentially complement existing supply-side
counts to help improve the efficiency of threat analytics.

The last method is to move outside of the Dark Web and collect data from the surface web.
Rather than trying to figure out which illegal market is heavily patronized by looking at, say, Tor-
hosted data. Researchers and analysts can leverage data from the surface web to get a triangulated
picture of what happens on the Dark Web. One formally available – before their shutdown –
instance of such data was from subreddits, such as /r/Darknet, /r/DarkNetMarkets, /r/TOR, or /r/
onions. These threads included droves of data about use of Dark Web sites. This type of data might
not be able to point to precise quantitative sales numbers, but it can highlight in rough terms
which sites are getting some traffic and which are not. Owenson, Cortes, and Lewman note that
Reddit mentions account for about 28.8 percent (or r2 = 0.288) available hidden service content.83

A given marketplace might not make it onto one of these forums because they are not used or
because they are simply not mentioned. However, it is extremely unlikely that a market that is
mentioned will not also be frequented. Additionally, the more attention that is paid to a particular
market on messaging boards like /r/Darknet, the more likely it is that the site is a) currently heavily
trafficked and/or b) likely to become heavily trafficked in the future as people learn of its existence.
Threads on Reddit – or a similar platform – can also be seeded with leading question by
researchers to try and get people to reveal demand-side information about a given Dark Web
threat. Lastly, since data from sites like Reddit are public, collecting this information as a measure of
demand for services on the Dark Web can help to complement any supply-side counts with a sense
of how users actually line up across available content. As with the other three methods for
measuring demand-side data, a better sense of what users are actually doing helps with the
allocation of invariably scarce research and law enforcement resources.

Conclusion

In this paper, I have made the case for the limitations (and by implication, the potential) of
counting Dark Web sites, vendors or products as a threat metric. Counts as a threat metric are
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inherently frequentist and supply-side oriented: more equals a larger threat. The trouble with this
approach, in broad strokes, is that it speaks only to latent or potential threats and makes for a poor
barometer for threat mitigation investment decisions.

The underlying limitation is that users do not often enjoy content in ways that are proportionate
to the frequency of that content in the first place. Since usage better proxies for active threats and
provides a better metric to guide decision-making, focusing on the demand side of the market
equation is more useful.

Unfortunately, good data on usage can be hard to come by, particularly on a medium that is, by
design, aimed at obfuscation and the generation of anonymity. In other words, supply-side count
data might be all that is available, and sometimes that data can reveal interesting and important
things about the trend in a given threat, depending upon the underlying distribution of users
across available content.

To more formally discuss this dynamic, I developed a utility/likelihood framework. The frame-
work shows that the utility of counts is highest when users are distributed uniformly across
available content and lowest when people spread out in pronounced clusters, following a power
law distribution. The model also shows that the trend in likelihood is the opposite of the trend in
utility. While uniform distributions are likely the most useful, they are also the rarest. In contrast,
the least useful distributional type for supply-side count data – power laws – are also probably the
most likely on the networks of the Dark Web.

This analysis does not suggest that counts are worthless as a practical threat metric or should
not be undertaken. Instead, the core point is that counts have limitations, based upon how people
actually frequent available content. Knowing this limitation helps to contextualize supply-side and
count-based threat metrics, leading to the development of better threat mitigation policy. Yet,
whenever possible, supply-side counts ought to be complemented with demand-side data. Such
data, as shown above, can be glean from several sources, including a) tracking site visits to hidden
services, b) using vendor reputational data, c) seeding and tracking the blockchain and d) searching
messaging boards on the surface web for clues as to how people use available Dark Web content.
Such a combination of both supply- and demand-side measures stands to greatly improve research
and the practice of Dark Web threat analytics.
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